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Prominently positioned in the hub of the newly modernised Surfers Paradise 
foreshore and Cavill Mall, the Hotel Grand Chancellor Surfers Paradise is ideally 

placed for an extraordinary beach holiday. The hotel has recently undergone a multi-
million dollar renovation, rejuvenating many of its guest rooms and public areas. 

WELCOME TOparadise
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C B Constructions, 

an award-winning 

Gold Coast-based 

construction 

group, carried out 

the renovation, 

working closely with 

Grand Chancellor 

management to ensure 

the results were modern, stylish, and 

perfectly suited to the discerning visitor. 

CB Constructions has an inspiring 

dedication to both ecological and 

charitable causes, a dedication shared by 

the Hotel Grand Chancellor Group.

The newly renovated rooms brandish 

a 4.5 star rating, marking the end of a 

year-long period of renovation for the 

hotel. This rating is a testament to the 

wonderful changes achieved during this 

time. Thanks to the renovation, the deluxe 

and premium rooms are now a tasteful, 

elegant, and relaxing option. 

The deluxe rooms feature a modern look, 

gleaming surfaces and hints of colour, yet 

still retain a very competitive price point. 

The deluxe rooms are available in twin, 

twin or king ocean view, family, and spa 

configurations. 

When all-out luxury is the aim, the 

premium spa rooms deliver. The rooms 

feature 35sqm of floor space, Whirlpool 

spa, a private balcony and floor-to-ceiling 

windows to maximise the breathtaking 

ocean views. The renovation involved 

a complete bathroom redesign in the 

premium rooms, including the removal 

of a wall to create more space. Premium 

family rooms are also available.

The business traveller will especially love 

the newest room type created by the 

renovations, the premium suites. These 

rooms feature a lounge area that is the 

perfect setting for an informal business 

meeting. The hotel’s friendly events 

team is also available to arrange larger 

meetings in any of the hotel’s six well-

appointed conference rooms. 
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In addition to the renovated 

rooms, the Grand Chancellor’s 

existing rooms provide pleasant 

accommodation. Standard rooms 

offer a great view of the Gold Coast 

skyline or hinterland from a spacious 

30sqm room, featuring a private 

balcony and either a king-sized bed 

or twin bed configuration.

The 43sqm family rooms have plenty 

of space for mum, dad, and the kids. 

These rooms come with either ocean 

or hinterland views, a private balcony 

and can sleep up to four adults. 

Hotel Grand Chancellor Surfers 

Paradise general manager Peter 

Yared said the renovations have 

helped the rooms meet the high 

standards expected by the hotel’s 

guests.

“Rainfall showers and Bluetooth 

speakers are only a few of the finer 

details that we now offer in our 

premium rooms, giving our guests the 

luxury they are after,” Mr Yared said.

Other areas of the hotel that have 

undergone an impressive change 

include the lobby, which features the 

addition of the brand new Hanlan’s 

Bar, the pool area, and gymnasium, 

with lift interiors also receiving an 

upgrade. These exciting changes, in 

The deluxe rooms feature 
a modern look, gleaming 
surfaces and hints of colour, 
yet still retain a very 
competitive price point. 
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HOPE ISLAND (07) 5530 8988

ASHMORE PLAZA (07) 5539 4668

ASHMORE
(07) 55317966 / (07) 5597 5780

BROADBEACH (07) 5538 1235

BUNDALL (07) 5539 9963

Established on the Gold Coast 
for more than 35 years. Expert in 
delicate garments such as silk, 

leather and suede. Bulk discounts 
and bulk order specialists. 

Operates 365 days a year. Five 
convenient locations plus various 
depots around the Gold Coast. 

Pick up and delivery service.

Gold Coast Drycleaning 
Specialists (aka Gold 
Coast Fabricare) is 

the first drycleaners to 
service the hospitality 

industry (Hotels).
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40 Years Servicing  
The Hospitality Industry

Major Hotels, Restaurants,
Pubs, Clubs & Canteens

Nationwide

Phone: 08 9495 9495 
Fax: 08 9495 1337   

Email: info@chefmaster.com.au 
Web: www.chefmaster.com.au
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addition to the hotel’s full-sized floodlit 

tennis court, provide hotel guests with an 

excellent choice of places to dine, relax, 

or work up a sweat.

The hotel’s restaurant, formerly Rez252, 

is currently undergoing its final stage 

of renovation. Upon completion, the 

restaurant will be re-launched under a 

new name: Hanlan’s Restaurant, and will 

combine with the new lobby bar to form 

Hanlan’s Bar & Restaurant. Between the 

two, all dining needs are covered in a 

fabulous and friendly setting. 

Hanlan’s Bar is the perfect place for an 

aromatic coffee matched to a decadent 

piece of cake, or a tasty and convenient 

lunch on the go.

For an elegant dinner, Hanlan’s 

Restaurant is sure to impress. Their a la 

carte dinner menu is sourced from the 

best local and regional produce and is 

constantly changing as the chefs create 

exciting new seasonal dishes. A daily 

buffet breakfast is also available.

The pool area has undergone some 
significant changes, being fully resurfaced 
with glow-in-the-dark-edged tiles, 
receiving new pavers around the pool, 
a shaded seating area with new tables 
and chairs, the introduction of a poolside 
food and drink service, new daybed-style 
lounges and fresh, new landscaping. 
Guests can enjoy the Queensland 
sunshine by relaxing next to the pool with 
a book, taking a dip in the cool pool 
waters or de-stressing in the heated spa. 

The changes not only make the area more 
appealing to guests, but also open up a 
new avenue for the hotel’s operations.

“The renovation of the hotel’s pool area 
gives us the perfect option for hosting 
elegant outdoor events,” Mr Yared said.

With 408 accommodation rooms, and 
function space for up to 600 people, 
the Hotel Grand Chancellor Surfers 
Paradise is the perfect holiday choice 

for families, couples, businesspeople and 
leisure travellers, and an ideal setting for 
corporate and social functions.

The Grand Chancellor’s location makes 
it a fantastic base for vacation activities. 
The soft sand and blue water of Surfers 
Paradise Beach is just a three-minute walk 
from the hotel, with a patrolled beach 
for added aquatic safety. There is plenty 
nearby to keep families entertained, 
with a Timezone arcade in the shopping 
complex below the hotel, Strike bowling 
across the street, and Ripley’s Believe it 
or not in the Mall. The hotel has a friendly 
tour desk operator located in the lobby 
who can assist in booking tours, and trips 
to the many Gold Coast theme parks.

Surfers Paradise is full of exhilarating 
activities both day and night. There is a 
multitude of new shopping choices in the 
recently completed retail spaces along 
Cavill Mall and Surfers Paradise Boulevard. 
In the evening there is an invigorating 
nightlife scene to explore, and all within 
walking distance of the hotel.

The upgrades provided by the renovation 
make the Hotel Grand Chancellor Surfers 
Paradise a brilliant combination of 
hospitality, luxurious facilities and prime 
position.

“Great service, and a wonderful location 
are now really complemented by the 
hotel’s new look,” Mr Yared said. Q

SPECIALISTS IN APARTMENT  
AND HOTEL RENOVATIONS

 
Proud contractor to the  

Hotel Grand Chancellor.
 

Contact Peter Prouse 0410681514
Email peter@cbconstructions.net.au
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